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Abstract. In this paper we present a system, called CurryWeb, to sup-
port web-based learning. Characteristic features of this system is open-
ness and self-responsible use. Openness means that there is no strong
distinction between instructors and students, i.e., every user can learn
with the system or add new learning material to it. Self-responsible use
means that every user is responsible for selecting the right material to ob-
tain the desired knowledge. However, the system supports this selection
process by structuring all learning material hierarchically and as a hy-
pergraph whose nodes and edges are marked with educational objectives
and educational units, respectively.
The complete system is implemented with the declarative multi-
paradigm language Curry. In this paper we describe how the various
features of Curry support the high-level implementation of this system.
This shows the appropriateness of declarative multi-paradigm languages
for the implementation of complex web-based systems.
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1 Overview of CurryWeb

CurryWeb is a system to support web-based learning that has been mainly
implemented by students during a practical course on Internet programming.
A key idea of this system was to support self-responsibility of the users (inspired
by similar ideas in the development of open source software). Thus, every user
can insert learning material on a particular topic. The quality of the learning
material can be improved by providing feedback through critics and ranking, or
putting new (hopefully better) material on the same topic.

In order to provide a structured access to the learning material, CurryWeb
is based on the following notions:

Educational Objectives: An educational objective names a piece of knowl-
edge that can be learned or is required to read and understand some learn-
ing material. Since it is not possible to give this notion a formal meaning,
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each educational objective has a distinguished name. Its meaning can be
informally described by a document.

Educational Unit: An educational unit is the smallest piece of learning mate-
rial in the system. Each educational unit has prerequisites that are required
to be able to understand this unit and objectives that can be learned by
studying this unit. Both prerequisites and objectives are sets of educational
objectives. Thus, the educational units together with their prerequisites and
objectives form a hypergraph where educational objectives are the nodes and
each educational unit is a hyperedge (a directed edge with m ≥ 0 source and
n ≥ 0 target nodes).

Courses: A course is a sequence of elements where each element is an educa-
tional unit or a course. There is exactly one root course from which all other
courses are reachable. Thus, the courses structure all educational units as a
tree where a leaf (educational unit) can belong to more than one course.

The course and hypergraph structure also implies two basic methods to navigate
through the system. The courses provide a hierarchical navigation as in Unix-
like file systems. Often more useful is the navigation through the hypergraph
of educational objectives: a user can select one or more educational objectives
and search for educational units that can be studied based on this knowledge or
which provide this knowledge. Moreover, the system also offers the usual string
search functions on titles or contents of documents.

Finally, CurryWeb also manages users. All documents can be anonymously
accessed but any change to the system’s contents (e.g., critics and ranking of
educational units, inserting new material) can only be done by registered users
in order to provide some minimal safety. Registration as a new user is always
possible and automatically performed (initially, a random password is sent by
email to the new user). Additionally, there is also a super user who can change
the rights of individual users which are classified into three levels:

– Standard users can insert new documents and update their own documents,
write critics and rank other educational units.

– Administrators are users who can modify all documents.
– Super users can modify everything, i.e., they can modify all documents in-

cluding user data (e.g., deleting users).

Each document in the system (e.g., educational unit, educational objective,
course description) belongs to a user (the author of a document). Documents can
only be changed by the author or his co-authors, i.e., other users who received
from the author the right to change this document.

To give an impression of the use of CurryWeb, Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of a
selected educational unit. The top frame contains the access to basic functions
(login/logout, search, site map, etc.) of the system. The upper left frame is the
navigation window showing the course structure or the educational objectives,
depending on the navigation mode selectable in the lower left frame. The nav-
igation mode shown in Fig. 1 is the course structure, i.e., the upper left frame
shows the tree structure of courses. A user can open or close a course folder
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Fig. 1. A snapshot of the CurryWeb interface

by clicking on the corresponding icons. By selecting the ”Modify Mode”, the
visualization of the course structure is extended with icons to insert new courses
or educational units in the tree. If the navigation mode is based on educational
objectives, the upper left frame contains a list of educational objectives in which
the user can select some of them in order to search for appropriate educational
units.

The right frame is the content frame where the different documents (edu-
cational units, course descriptions, descriptions of educational objectives, user
settings, etc.) are shown and can be modified (if this is allowed).

An important feature of this web-based system is the hyperlink structure
of all entities. For instance, the name of the author of a document is shown
with a link to the author’s description, or the prerequisites and objectives of an
educational unit are linked to the description of the corresponding educational
objective. If the author or co-author of a document is logged into the system,
the document view is extended with an edit button which allows to load a web
page for changing that document.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section provides a
short overview of the main features of Curry as relevant for this paper. Sec-
tion 3 sketches the model for web programming in Curry. Section 4 describes
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the implementation of CurryWeb and highlights the features of Curry exploited
to implement this system in a high-level manner. Finally, Section 5 contains our
conclusions.

2 Basic Elements of Curry

In this section we review those elements of Curry which are necessary to under-
stand the implementation of CurryWeb. More details about Curry’s computation
model and a complete description of all language features can be found in [4, 9].

Curry is a modern multi-paradigm declarative language combining in a seam-
less way features from functional, logic, and concurrent programming and sup-
ports programming-in-the-large with specific features (types, modules, encapsu-
lated search). From a syntactic point of view, a Curry program is a functional
program extended by the possible inclusion of free (logical) variables in condi-
tions and right-hand sides of defining rules. Curry has a Haskell-like syntax [11],
i.e., (type) variables and function names usually start with lowercase letters and
the names of type and data constructors start with an uppercase letter. The
application of f to e is denoted by juxtaposition (“f e”).

A Curry program consists of the definition of functions and data types on
which the functions operate. Functions are evaluated in a lazy manner. To pro-
vide the full power of logic programming, functions can be called with partially
instantiated arguments and defined by conditional equations with constraints
in the conditions. The behavior of function calls with free variables depends
on the evaluation mode of functions which can be either flexible or rigid. Calls
to flexible functions are evaluated by a possibly non-deterministic instantiation
of the demanded arguments (i.e., arguments whose values are necessary to de-
cide the applicability of a rule) to the required values in order to apply a rule
(“narrowing”). Calls to rigid functions are suspended if a demanded argument
is uninstantiated (“residuation”).

Example 1. The following Curry program defines the data types of Boolean val-
ues and polymorphic lists (first two lines) and functions for computing the con-
catenation of lists and the last element of a list:

data Bool = True | False
data List a = [] | a : List a

conc :: [a] -> [a] -> [a]
conc [] ys = ys
conc (x:xs) ys = x : conc xs ys

last :: [a] -> a
last xs | conc ys [x] =:= xs = x where x,ys free

The data type declarations define True and False as the Boolean constants and
[] (empty list) and : (non-empty list) as the constructors for polymorphic lists
(a is a type variable ranging over all types and the type “List a” is usually
written as [a] for conformity with Haskell).
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The (optional) type declaration (“::”) of the function conc specifies that
conc takes two lists as input and produces an output list, where all list ele-
ments are of the same (unspecified) type.1 Since conc is flexible,2 the equation
“conc ys [x] =:= xs” is solved by instantiating the first argument ys to the
list xs without the last argument, i.e., the only solution to this equation satisfies
that x is the last element of xs.

In general, functions are defined by (conditional) rules of the form
“f t1 . . . tn | c = e where vs free” with f being a function, t1, . . . , tn patterns
(i.e., expressions without defined functions) without multiple occurrences of a
variable, the condition c is a constraint, e is a well-formed expression which
may also contain function calls, lambda abstractions etc, and vs is the list of
free variables that occur in c and e but not in t1, . . . , tn. The condition and the
where parts can be omitted if c and vs are empty, respectively. The where part
can also contain further local function definitions which are only visible in this
rule. A conditional rule can be applied if its left-hand side matches the current
call and its condition is satisfiable. A constraint is any expression of the built-in
type Success. Each Curry system provides at least equational constraints of
the form e1 =:= e2 which are satisfiable if both sides e1 and e2 are reducible to
unifiable patterns. However, specific Curry systems can also support more pow-
erful constraint structures, like arithmetic constraints on real numbers or finite
domain constraints, as in the PAKCS implementation [7].

The operational semantics of Curry, precisely described in [4, 9], is based on
an optimal evaluation strategy [1] and a conservative extension of lazy func-
tional programming and (concurrent) logic programming. However, the applica-
tion considered in this paper does not require all these features of Curry. Beyond
the standard features of functional languages (e.g., laziness, higher-order func-
tions, monadic I/O), logical variables are essential to describe the structure of
dynamic web pages appropriately by exploiting the functional logic programming
pattern [2] “locally defined global identifier”.

3 Programming Dynamic Web Pages in Curry

This section surveys the model supported in Curry for programming dynamic
web pages. This model exploits the functional and logic features of Curry and is
available through the library HTML which is part of the PAKCS distribution [7].
The ideas of this library and its implementation are described in detail in [5].

If one wants to write a program that generates an HTML document, one
must decide about the representation of such documents inside a program. A
textual representation (as often used in CGI scripts written in Perl or with
the Unix shell) is very poor since it does not avoid certain syntactical errors
(e.g., unbalanced parenthesis) in the generated document. Thus, it is better to

1 Curry uses curried function types where α->β denotes the type of all functions
mapping elements of type α into elements of type β.

2 As a default, all functions except for I/O actions and external functions are flexible.
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introduce an abstraction layer and model HTML documents as elements of a
specific data type together with a wrapper function that is responsible for the
correct textual representation of this data type. Since HTML documents have
a tree-like structure, they can be represented in functional or logic languages in
a straightforward way [3, 10, 12]. For instance, we can define the type of HTML
expressions in Curry as follows:

data HtmlExp = HtmlText String
| HtmlStruct String [(String,String)] [HtmlExp]
| HtmlElem String [(String,String)]

Thus, an HTML expression is either a plain string or a structure consisting of
a tag (e.g., b,em,h1,h2,. . . ), a list of attributes (name/value pairs), and a list of
HTML expressions contained in this structure (because there are a few HTML
elements without a closing tag, like <hr> or <br>, there is also the constructor
HtmElem to represent these elements).

Since writing HTML documents in the form of this data type might be
tedious, the HTML library defines several functions as useful abbreviations
(htmlQuote transforms characters with a special meaning in HTML, like <, >,
&, ", into their HTML quoted form):

htxt s = HtmlText (htmlQuote s) -- plain string
h1 hexps = HtmlStruct "h1" [] hexps -- main header
bold hexps = HtmlStruct "b" [] hexps -- bold font
italic hexps = HtmlStruct "i" [] hexps -- italic font
verbatim s = HtmlStruct "pre" [] [htxt s] -- verbatim text
hrule = HtmlElem "hr" [] -- horizontal rule
...

Thus, the following function defines a “Hello World” document consisting of a
header and two words in italic and bold font, respectively:

hello = [h1 [htxt "Hello World"],
italic [htxt "Hello"],
bold [htxt "world!"]]

A dynamic web page is an HTML document (with header information) that is
computed by a program at the time when the page is requested by a client
(usually, a web browser). For this purpose, there is a data type

data HtmlForm = HtmlForm String [FormParam] [HtmlExp]

to represent complete HTML documents, where the first argument to HtmlForm
is the document’s title, the second argument are some optional parameters (e.g.,
cookies, style sheets), and the third argument is the document’s content. As
before, there is also a useful abbreviation:

form title hexps = HtmlForm title [] hexps
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The intention of a dynamic web page is to represent some information that de-
pends on the environment of the web server (e.g., stored in data bases). There-
fore, a dynamic web page has always the type “IO HtmlForm”, i.e., it is an I/O
action3 that retrieves some information from the environment and produces a
web document. Thus, we can define the simplest dynamic web page as follows:

helloPage = return (form "Hello" hello)

This page can be easily installed on the web server by the command
“makecurrycgi” of the PAKCS distribution [7] with the name “helloPage”
as a parameter.

Dynamic web pages become more interesting by processing user input dur-
ing the generation of a page. For this purpose, HTML provides various input
elements (e.g., text fields, text areas, check boxes). A subtle point in HTML
programming is the question how the values typed in by the user are trans-
mitted to the program generating the answer page. This is the purpose of the
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) but the details are completely hidden by the
HTML library. The programming model supported by the HTML library can be
characterized as programming with call-back functions.4 A web page with user
input and buttons for submitting the input to a web server is modeled by at-
taching an event handler to each submit button that is responsible to compute
the answer document. In order to access the user input, the event handler is a
function from a “CGI environment” (holding the user input) into an I/O action
that returns an HTML document. A CGI environment is simply a mapping from
CGI references, which identify particular input fields, into strings. Thus, each
event handler has the following type:

type EventHandler = (CgiRef -> String) -> IO HtmlForm

What are the elements of type CgiRef, i.e., the CGI references to identify input
fields? In traditional web programming (e.g., raw CGI, Perl, PHP), one uses
strings to refer to input elements. However, this has the risk of programming
errors due to typos and does not support abstraction facilities for composing
documents (see [5] for a more detailed discussion). Here, logical variables are
useful. Since it is not necessary to know the concrete representation of a CGI
reference, the type CgiRef is abstract. Thus, we use logical variables as CGI
references. Since each input element has a CGI reference as a parameter, the
logical variables of type CgiRef are the links to connect the input elements
with the use of their contents in the event handlers. For instance, the following
program implements a (dangerous!) web page where a client can submit a file
name. As a result, the contents of this file (stored on the web server) are shown
in the answer document:5

3 The I/O concept of Curry is identical to the monadic I/O concept of Haskell [14].
4 This model has been adapted to Haskell in [13], but, due to the use of a purely func-

tional language, it is less powerful than our model which exploits logical variables.
5 The predefined right-associative infix operator f $ e denotes the application of f to

the argument e.
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getFile = return $ form "Question"
[htxt "Enter local file name:", textfield fileref "",
button "Get file!" handler]

where
fileref free

handler env = do contents <- readFile (env fileref)
return $ form "Answer"
[h1 [htxt ("Contents of " ++ env fileref)],
verbatim contents]

Since the locally defined name fileref (of type CgiRef) is visible in the right-
hand side of the definition of getFile as well as in the definition of handler, it
is not necessary to pass it explicitly to the event handler. Note the simplicity of
retrieving values entered into the form: since the event handlers are called with
the appropriate CGI environment containing these values, they can easily access
these values by applying the environment to the appropriate CGI reference, like
(env fileref). This structure of CGI programming is made possible by the
functional as well as logic programming features of Curry.

This programming model also supports the implementation of interaction se-
quences by nesting event handlers or recursive calls to event handlers. Since CGI
references are locally defined without any concrete value, one can also compose
different forms without name clashes for input elements. These advantages are
discussed in [5] in more detail.

4 Implementation

In this section we describe some details of the implementation of CurryWeb and
emphasize how the functional logic features of Curry have been exploited in this
application.

CurryWeb, as described in Section 1, is completely implemented in Curry
using various standard libraries of PAKCS [7], in particular, the HTML library
introduced in the previous section. The source of the complete implementation
is around 8000 lines of code. The implementation is based on the CGI protocol,
i.e., it requires only a standard web server configured to execute CGI programs.
All data is stored in XML format in files. The access to these files is hidden
by access functions in the implementation, i.e., each fundamental data type of
the application (e.g., educational unit, educational objective) has functions to
store an entry or to read an entry (with a particular key). By changing the
implementation of these functions, the file-based information retrieval can be
easily replaced by a data base if this becomes necessary for efficiency reasons.6

The functionality of each fundamental notion of CurryWeb (educational unit,
educational objective, course, user) is implemented in a separate module pro-
6 We have not used a data base since the current implementation of PAKCS do not

offer a data base interface and the hierarchical and semi-structured data format of
XML is more appropriate for our application.
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viding an abstract data type. Since CGI programs do not run permanently but
are started for every request of a client, we separate all data in independent
structures. For all structures we use unique identifiers to describe the connec-
tions between them. Hence, we get more efficient access to the data relevant for
a single request.

Some common functionality is factorized by the notion of a document. Each
document has an author, a modification date, and some contents. The latter can
be a URL (reference to an externally stored document), a list of HTML expres-
sions, or an XML expression (according to some specific format for representing
documents). Documents are used at various places. For instance, an educational
objective has a document to describe its meaning, a course has a document for
the abstract, and an educational unit has two documents: one for the abstract
and one for the contents.

Since the implementation of most parts of the system is not difficult (except
for the algorithms on the hypergraph to select educational units for a given set
of educational objectives), in the following paragraphs we mainly describe how
the various features of Curry have helped to implement this system.

4.1 Types

As mentioned in Section 2, Curry is a polymorphically typed language. Types
are not only useful to detect many programming errors at compile time, but
they are also useful for documentation. The type of a function can be considered
as a partial specification of its meaning. In this project, we have exploited this
idea by specifying the type signatures of functions of the base modules before
implementing them. This was useful to check the consistency of parts of the
program immediately when they have been implemented. Moreover, a web-based
documentation of these modules can be automatically generated by the tool
CurryDoc [6]. CurryDoc is a documentation generator influenced by the popular
tool javadoc but applied to Curry in an extended form. In order to apply this
tool, the program must be compilable even it is not yet completely implemented.
Therefore, we have initially defined all functions with their type signature and
a rule with a call to the error function as its right-hand side. For instance, the
preliminary code of a function updateFile could be as follows:

--- An action that updates the contents of a file.
--- @param f - the function to transform the contents
--- @param file - the name of the file
updateFile :: (String -> String) -> String -> IO ()
updateFile f file = error "updateFile: not yet implemented"

This is sufficient to generate the on-line documentation (documentation com-
ments start with “---”) or import it in other modules. Later, the error call in
the right-hand side is replaced by the actual code.

The polymorphic type system was also useful to implement new higher ab-
stractions for HTML programming. For instance, we have developed generic
functions supporting the creation of index pages. They can be wrapped around
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arbitrary lists of HTML expressions to categorize them by various criteria (e.g.,
put all items starting with the same letter in one category). Another module im-
plements the visualization and manipulation of arbitrary trees as a CGI script
(e.g., used for the course tree in the upper left frame in Fig. 1) according to a
mapping of nodes and leaves into HTML expressions.

4.2 Logical Variables

We have already mentioned in Section 3 that logical variables are useful in web
programming as links between the input fields and the event handlers processing
the web page. Using logical variables, i.e., unknown values, instead of concrete
values like strings or numbers improves compositionality: one can easily com-
bine two independent HTML expressions with local input fields, CGI references
and event handlers into one web page without the risk of name clashes between
different CGI references. This is useful in our application. For instance, an edu-
cational unit has a document for the abstract and a document for the contents.
Due to the use of logical variables, we can use the same program code for editing
these two documents in a single web page for editing educational units. This will
be described in more detail in the next section.

4.3 Functional Abstraction

As mentioned above, the document is a central structure that is used at var-
ious places in the implementation. Thus, it makes sense to reuse most of the
functionality related to documents. For instance, the code for editing documents
should be written only once even if it is used in different web pages or twice in
one web page (like in educational units which have two separate documents). In
the following we explain our solution to reach this goal.

The implementation of a web page for editing a document consists at least
of two parts: a description of the edit form (containing various input fields) as
an HTML expression and an event handler that stores the data modified by the
user in the edit form. Both parts are linked by variables of type CgiRef to pass
the information from the edit form to the handler. For the sake of modularity,
we hide the concrete number and names of these variables by putting them into
one data structure (e.g., a list) so that these parts can be expressed as functions
of the following type (where Doc denotes the data type of documents):

editForm :: Doc -> [CgiRef] -> HtmlExp

editHandler :: Doc -> [CgiRef] -> (CgiRef -> String) -> IO ()

The concrete CGI references are specified in the code of editForm by pattern
matching (and similarly used in the code of editHandler):

editForm doc [cr1,cr2,...] =
... textfield cr1 ... textfield cr2 ...

Note that the answer type of the associated handler is “IO ()” rather than
“IO HtmlForm”. This is necessary since one can only associate a single event
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handler to each submit button of a web page. In order to combine the function-
ality of different handlers (like editHandler) in the handler of a submit button,
we execute the individual (sub-)handlers and return a single answer page (see
below).

To use the code of editForm and editHandler, no knowledge about the CGI
references used in these functions is required since one can use a single logical
variable for this purpose. For instance, a dynamic web page for editing a complete
educational unit contains two different calls to editForm for the abstract and
the contents document of this unit. Thus, the code implementing this page and
its handler has the following structure:

eUnitEdit ... = ... return $ form "Edit Educational Unit" [
... editForm abstract arefs,... editForm contents crefs,...
button "Submit changes" handler]

where
arefs,crefs free

handler env = do ...
editHandler abstract arefs env
editHandler contents crefs env
...
return $ answerpage

The logical variables arefs and crefs are used to pass the appropriate CGI
references from the forms to the corresponding handlers that are called from the
handler of this web page. Thanks to the modular structure, the implementation
of the document editor can be implemented independently of its use in the
editor for educational units (and similarly for the editors for courses, educational
objectives, etc).

There are many other places in our application where this technique can be
applied (e.g., changing co-authors of a document is a functionality implemented
in the user management but used in the document editor). Since the different
modules have been implemented by different persons, this technique was impor-
tant for the independent implementation of these modules.

4.4 Laziness and Logic Programming

Due to the use of the HTML library, logical variables are heavily used to refer to
input elements, like text fields, check boxes etc. In some situations, the number
of these elements depends on the current data. For instance, if one wants to
navigate through the educational objectives, the corresponding web page has a
check button for each educational objective to select the desired subset. Thus,
one needs an arbitrary but fixed number of logical variables as CGI references
for these check buttons. For this purpose, we define a function

freeVarList = x : freeVarList where x free
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that evaluates to an infinite list of free variables.7 Thanks to the lazy evaluation
strategy of Curry, one can deal with infinite data structures as in non-strict
functional languages like Haskell. Thus, the expression (take n freeVarList)
evaluates to a list of n fresh logical variables.

In some situations one can also use another programming technique. The
function zipEqLength combines two lists of elements of the same length into
one list of pairs of corresponding elements:

zipEqLength :: [a] -> [b] -> [(a,b)]
zipEqLength [] [] = []
zipEqLength (x:xs) (y:ys) = (x,y) : zipEqLength xs ys

Due to the logic programming features of Curry, we can also evaluate
this function with an unknown second argument. For instance, the expres-
sion (zipEqLength [1,2,3] l) instantiates the logical variable l to a list
[(1,x1),(2,x2),(3,x3)] containing pairs with fresh logical variables xi. This
provides a different method to generate CGI references for a list of elements.

Note that the concrete use of such lists of logical variables is usually encap-
sulated in functions generating HTML documents (with check boxes) and event
handlers for processing user selections, as described in Section 4.3.

4.5 Partial Functions

In a larger system dealing with dynamic data, there are a number of situations
where a function call might not have a well-defined result. For instance, if we
look up a value associated to a key in an association list or tree, the result
is undefined if there is no corresponding key. In purely functional languages,
a partially defined function might lead to an unintended termination of the
program. Therefore, such functions are often made total by using the Maybe
type that represents undefined results by the constructor Nothing and defined
results v by (Just v). If we use such functions as arguments in other functions,
we have to check the arguments for the occurrence of the constructor Nothing
before passing the argument. This often leads to a monadic programming style
which is still more complicated than a simple application of partially defined
functions.

A functional logic language offers an appropriate alternative. Since dealing
with failure is a standard feature of such languages, it is not necessary to “total-
ize” partial functions with the type Maybe. Instead, one can leave the definition of
functions unchanged and catch undefined expressions at the appropriate points.
For doing so, the following function is useful. It evaluates its argument and re-
turns Nothing if the evaluation is not successful, or (Just s) if s is the first

7 Note that freeVarList is not a cyclic structure but a function according to the
definition of Curry. Since the logical variable x is locally defined in the body of
freeVarList and each application of a program rule is performed with a vari-
ant containing fresh variables (as in logic programming), freeVarList evaluates
to x1:x2:x3:... where x1,x2,x3,. . . are fresh logical variables.
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solution of the evaluation (the definition is based on the operator findall to
encapsulate non-deterministic computations, see [8]):

catchNoSolutions :: a -> Maybe a
catchNoSolutions e = let sols = findall (\x -> x =:= e) in

if sols==[] then Nothing else (Just (head sols))

From our experience, it is a good programming style to avoid the totalization
of most functions and use the type Maybe (or a special error type) only for I/O
actions since a failure of them immediately terminates the program.

5 Conclusions

We have presented CurryWeb, a web-based learning system that is intended to
be organized by its users. The learning material is structured in courses and
by educational objectives (prerequisites and objectives). The complete system
is implemented with the declarative multi-paradigm language Curry. We have
emphasized how the various features of Curry supported the development of this
complex application. Most parts of the system were implemented by students
without prior knowledge to Curry or multi-paradigm programming. Thus, this
project has shown that multi-paradigm declarative languages are useful for the
high-level implementation of non-trivial web-based systems.
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